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Abstract — This paper describes results of the harmonic 

analysis of currents harmonic analysis performed for an 

advanced AC traction Substation. AC traction substation 

feeding 25 kV / 50 Hz traction catenary and provide power 

symmetrization by semiconductor device called electronic 

balancer. The analysis is concern to currents of electronic 

balancer part of substation and the grid currents corresponding 

with quality of taken energy. The harmonic currents 

components are evaluate with the respect to the switching 

frequency of IGBTs (250 Hz), modulation technique (PS-PWM) 

and dead time duration (10 µs). The results are evaluated on the 

created model of the AC traction substation with multilevel 

converter topology, having the nominal power of 12.5 MVA. 

Keywords— traction substation; power balancer; harmonic 

analysis, grid current quality  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The promising topology of the AC traction substation was 
introduced in [1]. This TSS (Traction SubStation) is especially 
designed for using in the Czech Republic (single phase 25 kV 
/ 50 Hz) where is assumed feed from a distribution power grid. 
In Europe is often preferred a SFC (Static Frequency 
Converter) topology, without neutral section (dead zone). 
However, the complex system brigs disadvantages, such as 
lower reliability and a high purchase price. Partial 
symmetrization is done by delta connection in own. However, 
fully symmetrization for different state of load of traction 
railway is available only with additional power balancer. 
Nowadays it is able to use electronic balancer with 
semiconductor device based on IGBT technology, as popular 
industrial solution. 

II. TRACTION SUBSTATION WITH ELECTRONIC BALANCER 

 The introduced topology with electronic balancer shows 
Fig. 1, which provides full power symmetrization, based on 
CHB (Cascade H-Bridge) topology. This semiconductors 
converter topology can be seen as a STATCOM converter or 
power active filter. Due to it is important to focus on distortion 
of distribution power grid especially on contain of higher 
order current harmonics. The power circuit of CHB consists 
of serial connected power cells (H-Bridges). Each cell 
contains H-Bridge (HB) converters with separated DC-link. 
The important indicator is content of current harmonic, 
especially harmonic lower then 2500 Hz. This paper follows 
the paper [2] and [3], where was solved the origin of 
harmonics in terms of modulation. With focus on a single-
phase HB and extending to the CHB topology. However, this 
paper evaluate the important fact called the dead time 
influence [4], [5], because in this case is necessary to used 
longer duration of dead time (10 µs), than is commonly used. 

 
Fig. 1. Power circuit of AC traction substation with electronic balancer 

based on multilevel CHB topology 

The CHB topology is suitable for use at medium voltage 
level and the most used modulation is Phase Shifted PWM 
(PS-PWM). 

The details of modulation signals under PS-PWM (for 
positive 10 ms long half period) are shown in Fig. 2 The whole 
one period of multilevel voltage waveform of CHB converter, 
is show in Fig. 3. This waveform acquires 25 of voltage levels. 

 
Fig. 2. The example of signals for one-phase of multilevel topology using 

PS-PWM techique (12 x saw signals 2 x control signals, during 10 ms 
long half period) 
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Fig. 3. The multilevel voltage behaviour of voltage at AC terminals of 
electronic balancer (25-levels, defined for CHB converter under PS-PWM 
,one period of voltage 20 ms long) 

Fundamental principles of PWM modulation are well 
described in [6]. The result of harmonic components is derived 
in equation (1). 
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The equation is derivation in paper [7] deals with influence 
of dead time duration on harmonics spectrum. More paper 
deals with analysis of harmonics of higher order, generated by 
active front end is [8] and with possibility of influence on 
random switching frequency [9]. 

III. SIMULATION PARAMETRS AND RESULTS 

The analysis of AC Traction Substation with power 
balancer is based on simulation model. This model was 
created according to Fig. 1 with using parameters listed in 
Table 1. This simulation of balancer is using discrete 
PS-PWM modulation and separated discrete control loop. The 
control algorithm is described in paper [10] and [11]. The 
created detailed simulation model, allows analysis of 
behavior, including the dead times issue. 

TABLE I.  MODEL PARAMETERS OF POWER BALANCER 

Title Value 

Rated power of power balancer PN = 12.5 MVA 

AC supply voltage ucat = 25 kV / 50 Hz 

 

Current ripple filter 
 

Lbal12 = 3 mH 
Lbal23 = 3 mH 
Lbal31 = 3 mH 

DC-link capacitors C = 10 mF 

Rated DC-link voltage of capacitor UC = 3050 V 

Switching frequency of IGBTs fsw = 250 Hz 

Dead time duration tdt = 10 µs 

In the paper [3] was introduced the basic behavior of 
multilevel CHB converter with PS-PWM. The main 
advantage of this solution is decomposition of main switching 
frequency to wide band. 

For the fundamental frequency 6 kHz (12 x 2 x 250 Hz) is 
harmonic band from 4 kHz to 8 kHz. These results are shown 
in Fig. 5 and the result of balancer currents is shown in Fig. 4. 
Thus, catenary grid is loaded only by the active load 
12.5 MW. The first analysis is performed for zero dead time 
duration (tdt = 0 µs). The functionality of the balancer unit can 
be seen in Fig. 6. The power consumption from grid is fully 
symmetrized in this case. 

 
Fig. 4. Electronic balancer currents under active load at catenary side  

(P = 12.5 MW, Q = 0 MVAr, ibal23 - green, ibal31 – red, ibal12 - blue) 

 

Fig. 5. Harmonic analysis of balancer currents under the active load at the 
catenary side (ibal23, ibal31, ibal12) 



 
Fig. 6. Fully symmetrized grid currents under single-phase active load at 

the catenry side (P = 12.5 MW, Q = 0 MVAr, ig1 - green, ig2 – red, ig3 - 
blue) 

The important influence to harmonic current spectrum 
composition is dead time duration, as a shown in [7]. That is 
the reason for using of dead time in the model. The dead time 
duration in this case was set for 10 µs. This choice was made 
based on results of 6.5 kV IGBT modules analysis described 
in [12]. Because the control algorithm does not contain dead 
time active compensation or active harmonic compensation 
(these compensations technique are described in [13] and 
[14]), the balancer currents are distorted as is shown in Fig. 7 
with results of harmonic analysis show in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.  

 
Fig. 7. Electronic balancer currents under active load at catenary side and 

deadt times infuences (P = 12.5 MW, Q = 0 MVA, tdt=10 µs) 

The rippled current in branches of electronic balancer has 
direct influence to the grid currents as a shown in Fig. 10 with 
results of harmonic analysis show in Fig. 11. In case of 
reactive load at catenary side, is the composition of harmonic 
component is significantly changed as is shown in Fig. 12. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Harmonic analysis of balancer currents under active load at catenary 

side with dead time influence (ibal23, ibal31, ibal12) 

 
Fig. 9. Detail of Harmonic analysis of balancer currents under active load 

at catenary side with dead time influence (detail of harmonics lower 
tham 1 kHz) 

 
Fig. 10. The symmetrized grid currents under single-phase active load at 

catenary side and with dead time influence (P = 12.5 MW, Q = 0 MVA, 
tdt=10 µs, ig1 - green, ig2 – red, ig3 - blue) 



 
Fig. 11. Detail of Harmonic analysis of balancer currents under active load 

at catenary side () with dead time influence (P = 12.5 MW, Q = 0 MVA, 
tdt=10 µs) 

 

 
Fig. 12. Detail of Harmonic analysis of balancer currents under reactive load 

at catenary side with dead time influence (P = 10.8 MW, Q = 6.25 
MVA, tdt=10 µs) 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The paper deals with analysis of harmonics of grid 
currents and balancing currents of electronic balancer of 
traction substation. From the simulation results, most 
significant are characteristic harmonics (150 Hz, 250 Hz, etc.). 
The result depends on the duration of dead time, which must 

be chosen long enough and the duration of dead time depends 
of used IGBT device (assumed 6.5 kV with 10 us duration of 
dead time). Another significant harmonic spectrum is between 
the 4kHz and 8kHz. This is related to used PS-PWM 
modulation technique, where is advantage of decomposition 
of one dominant frequency to adjacent frequencies spectrums.  
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